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ng,
and Air Cond
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perature con
ntrolled areas.
d
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c
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nd power co
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quipment
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t facility ccharges tha
at Departme
ents pay.
al amount off energy and cost savin
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ng an accep
ptable
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b
witth Heating, Ventilating and Air Co
onditioning ((HVAC)
controlled areas. Saviings can va
ary depende
ent on build
ding and sysstems conditions.

Manager has determin
ned the follo
owing temp
peratures to be conside
ered “accep
ptable”
he framework of conserving energ
gy while pro
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work environ
nment.
temperature
e range: 68° - 76.°
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s
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d
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n or particular

If the HVAC system is not operating within the acceptable range in temperature-controlled areas,
report the problem to the Facilities Maintenance or Engineering Office or local maintenance staff.
If the temperature is within the acceptable range and operating properly, no action will be taken.
The temperature in an area may fluctuate within the acceptable range many times during the day.
Keeping doors and operable windows open in temperature controlled spaces can contribute
significantly to such fluctuation.
Note that use of personal fans and heaters in close proximity to thermostats can interfere with
temperature control systems. A personal heater too close to a thermostat will cause it to sense
that the space is too hot, thus sending even more cooling through the system. A personal fan
may cause a nearby air conditioning thermostat to falsely sense that the room is too cool,
consequently increasing warm air supplied to the room.
Therefore, portable electric heaters or fans may only be used in County facilities when specifically
required by occupants due to medical conditions, failure of the building heating, ventilating, or airconditioning systems, or when building heating, ventilating, or air-conditioning systems are not
able to maintain appropriate temperature ranges. The Facilities Manager through the Department
of Public Works must approve exceptions to this policy.

